
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assessment 
 

The ASSERT acronym is a useful way of remembering the SWR Incident Timeline: 

1. A – Assess the situation 
2. S – Signal and Set Safety 
3. S – Stabilize the situation 
4. E – Extract the victim/s 
5. R – Render First Aid 
6. T – Transport the victim to definitive care 

All rescues and rendering First Aid begin with the Assessment step.  A key tenant in this type of work is 
safety first, no sense taking unacceptable risk that only further compounds troubles.  Although there are 
many components to assess, time to respond may be limited and a complete assessment might not be 
feasible at the onset.  This stage of the rescue is stressful – much is unknown, and surprises are expected 
as the rescue unfolds.  Concentrate on what is known and getting the incident stabilized.   

An adequate assessment before taking significant action can save lives.  This article covers these major 
parts of the rescue assessment: 

• The need for an assessment 
• Factors to consider 
• Developing the initial plan 

Assessment Benefits 
“Look before you leap” is something we all learn at an early age as a necessary part of survival.  
Performing an initial assessment is the implementation of that sound advice.  There are all sorts of risks in 
paddling: 

• Entrapments (Undercuts, sieves, strainers, equipment, foot) 
• Long Swims 
• Pins 
• Impact leading to trauma 
• Rope entanglement 

A good question to ask yourself is whether your attempt to rescue puts you in the same danger.  This is all 
a part of a scene safety evaluation. 

Performing a quick evaluation of your assets (people & gear) can provide information on any limitations 
you will have to deal with.  Do you have the right kind of throw ropes?  Do you have a pin kit?  Who on 
the team is experienced enough to deal with the issues this rescue requires?  Limitations help you to 
prioritize and stage assets where they are most likely beneficial (like setting safety).   

How bad is it?  An unstable victim introduces time as a factor.  Limited time to respond calls for more 
aggressive (and increased risk) approaches to the rescue. 
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Do I need outside help?  This can be recruiting other paddling parties or sending a runner early for 
professional resources like EMS.  The sooner you send someone the earlier this help can arrive where 
needed.  Properly preparing the runner can ensure you get the personnel and equipment you need rather 
than a fire company scout to perform their assessment. 

Avoid Analysis Paralysis.  Your initial objective is stabilization to remove any time factors and 
degradation (people and gear).  Most assessments take only a few minutes.  Concentrate on what you 
know and factors under your control.  Discussion with your crew is strongly recommended to ensure 
everyone is on the same page and avoids actions that counteract the efforts of others.  Just like running 
rapids, break the rescue steps down and treat stabilization as a comfortable eddy. 

 

Benefits of an initial assessment are: 

• Helps to promote staying within Acceptable Risk (everyone’s risk tolerance differs based on 
experience & training) 

• Discussion often leads to additional options 
• Promotes efficiency via parallel efforts 

Initial Scene Size-up 
How often have we seen “rolling rescues”?  Someone has separated from their boat and is being swept 
downriver.  This is dangerous for both the victim and rescuers.  The swimmer can become a victim of 
flush drowning, the number one cause of fatalities for experienced paddlers.  Rescuers can become too 
fixated on the rescue and skip the initial scene size-up task.  This has often led to getting swept into 
strainers or getting stuck in bad holes.  This could have been avoided by looking downstream for obvious 
hazards, identify safe eddies, and setting an initial limit on your chase before updating the assessment 
(like that horizon line you cannot see past).  This initial quick assessment often identifies a good route to 
take where the victim can help themselves (with your guidance) and a safe place to stabilize the boat and 
paddle. 

 

The initial scene size-up quickly identifies hazards and feasible landing zones.  This analysis also 
determines how stable the victim is which may dictate your rescue options.   

Assets/Resources 
Its a good idea to objectively think about the individuals in your group (and perhaps other close by groups 
that may be willing to help).  Here are some key questions: 

• Who has training/expertise in SWR? 
• Who is good at organization that can provide leadership? 
• What do I do with the less experienced members in my crew?  Perhaps one of them can perform 

the upstream safety role. 
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• Do we have anyone with solid medical training? 
• Are we lacking expertise in a critical area that we can recruit from another paddling party? 
• Do we have a pair of strong boaters that can race downstream to contact EMS? 

Now that you understand your personnel, it is time to look at equipment resources: 

• Who has a pin kit or at least useful parts of a pin kit (like carabineers)? 
• Who has an adequate First Aid Kit?  If lacking, can we chase down one from another party like a 

commercial raft group? 
• Who has full size throw rope (70’ by at least 5/16” diameter)? 
• Who has documentation artifacts like: 

o Incident Report 
o SOAP Forms 
o Contact Information 

• Who has a repair kit? 
• Who has extra thermal gear to treat for hypothermia? 
• Who has a flashlight? 
• Who has extended care supplies like fire starter, bivy sack, Tyvek sheet, etc.? 

Once you evaluate what you have and where it is located, you can plan to move resources to where they 
need to be.  For missing items/personnel – you may be able to scrounge/recruit lacking items. 

Parallel Efforts & Staging 
Rescues take time, complex rescues usually run about an hour or more.  A little bit of planning saves a lot 
of time and in some cases may avoid a fatality.  Getting EMS help if needed takes hours in the 
backcountry.  As part of an assessment, make the determination on whether they are probably needed 
(like drownings or severe trauma).  Determine if EMS needs to bring any specialized gear like a 
backboard.  Write a simple communications plan, rehearse, and send runners ASAP to get help.  While 
they are racing downstream, your party can stabilize and transport the victim to the most appropriate 
nearby shore. 

Think about how you will box in the rescue site.  Who should be providing upstream and downstream 
safety?  Get eyes on both sides of the accident site so either is in position for quick response. 

Does the rescue require hands on personnel (like entrapments)?  Does the accident location have enough 
room for a second set of hands? 

On rolling rescues, someone typically takes charge to avoid interference and everything id covered like 
the victim, boat, and paddle. 

Prepositioning Assets 
As part of assessment, think about who needs to be where in the various positions.  Also think about any 
special gear they may need like pin kits, decent size throw ropes, rescue vests, etc.  What are the most 
advantageous locations for getting eyes on for the rescue and communicating with the victim?  Think 
about what is most likely to happen if a boat or paddler become free, where can you put someone to catch 
them? 

On rolling rescues, if enough manpower is available it may be beneficial to send someone ahead in case 
you lose the swimmer or boat.  If properly positioned, they can quickly takeover and bulldoze the boat to 
shore before it heads down another rapid.  

Communications & Leadership 



Leadership is often lacking in the early stages of complex rescues.  Waiting for the typical group 
dynamics to complete often wastes valuable time.  Lack of leadership often leads to multiple people 
taking actions on their own without coordination – often without performing any risk assessment.  This 
can be avoided by identifying key rescue roles & responsibilities prior to the trip and reminding everyone 
as part of the put in / safety talk.  Lack of leadership generally leads to a lot of stress.  Stress almost 
always leads to poor judgment.  

When discussing your options, gain agreement on useful hand signals for expected needs.  This small step 
can save a great deal of time communicating with the hands-on rescuers and those on opposite sides of the 
stream.  Assigning a scribe to maintain important legal documents like the Incident Report form and 
SOAP forms provides significant relief for the incident commander.   

The Initial Plans 
Rescues can present multiple surprises.  As we proceed through the rescue steps, we learn new details 
(like that strainer hidden just below the surface right below the entrapment).  Additional help can arrive in 
the form of other paddling parties.  Medical conditions cannot be fully evaluated until the victim is 
extracted and stabilized.  Rescuers need to be very flexible and prepared to make course corrections as 
needed. 

When performing an assessment consider several options and if feasible, pre-stage paddlers so you can 
quickly execute alternative a Plan A, B, C, etc.   

 

Conclusion 
Always conduct an assessment prior to executing a rescue, even if the assessment is limited and simply a 
mental exercise.  Assessments do not have to be exhaustive, concentrate on what you presently know and 
what is necessary to make it to the Stabilization phase of the rescue where you can then re-evaluate your 
options.   

Once you have gathered the facts, formulate a plan, and communicate what you would like from each 
participant to affect a successful recue.  Strong communication skills are valuable in rescues as is 
leadership.  An initial Assessment provides the blueprint for all further recue activities and often saves 
lives. 
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